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Abstract of

HOW CAN OPERATIONAL MANEUVER BE USED BY THE NAVAL OR JOINT TASK FORCE COMMANDER TO ENHANCE OPERATIONAL PROTECTION IN THE LITTORAL.

Operational maneuver provides operational protection to maritime forces when maneuver is used to expand the area, or factor space, vulnerable to attack by the maritime force. Operational maneuver forces the enemy to respond to threats throughout its territory and littoral. The response will degrade the enemy’s ability to concentrate forces against the maritime force. The enemy’s ability to conduct and sustain offensive operations against the maritime force is reduced and the security of lines of operation and logistic sustainment is increased. This allows the maritime force to concentrate its forces against the enemy when conditions are favorable. The commander’s ability to sustain the initiative and control the littoral provides the freedom of action to conduct follow-on and support operations against the enemy. Through the utilization of maneuver and the resulting effects maneuver places on the enemy, operational protection is effectively provided to the maritime force.
The operational commander is responsible for operational protection of assigned forces in the theater of operations. The primary objective of operational protection is to preserve the combat effectiveness of the assigned forces. In a maritime theater, operational protection is required for land forces ashore, land bases, air forces ashore, and air bases, naval forces at sea, amphibious landing forces, logistics forces, and airborne assault land forces. The design of operational protection is to prevent the enemy from locating, targeting, attacking or striking own forces.

Operational maneuver can be used by forces at sea as operational protection. Maritime forces threaten enemy territory and are a direct challenge to the enemy’s use of the sea. Maritime forces, concentrated against an enemy, are capable of projecting power into the territory of an enemy across the length of his coast line and into his interior. Absent the ability to wrest sea control from the opposition, the adversary is limited to sea or area denial objectives. Sea and area denial capability includes the adversary’s ability to search, locate, target, and attack a maritime force at sea. Sea and area denial, when conducted and sustained from enemy land areas and projected into the littoral, pose difficult challenges to maritime forces operating in the littoral.

"The object of naval warfare must always be directly or indirectly either to secure the command of the sea or prevent the enemy from securing it." Julian S. Corbett

The operational maneuver capability of the sea control force complicates the operations of a sea denial force. The sea control force can use multiple lines of operations, deny the adversary combat except when conditions are favorable, and select
engagements which attrite the inferior force. The enemy is forced to defend its homeland across the length of the coastline and inland to a distance which is based on the range of the power projection capability of the attacker.\textsuperscript{5}

"Of any maritime expedition two points only are fixed, - the point of departure and that of arrival."\textsuperscript{6} Alfred Thayer Mahan

In the littoral, maritime forces are exposed to a significant challenge from a defending force. The characteristics of the littoral challenge maritime entry forces. Additionally, the littoral provides the defending force opportunities to sustain threats against maritime forces. Operational protection of the maritime force is effected by the unique characteristics of the littoral.

Control of the littoral area is extremely valuable to the commander in an operation. Operations sustained in the littoral provide the commander with significant advantages against the enemy. Whether the main effort is conducted from the sea or if maritime forces are supporting operations ashore, freedom of action in the littoral provides the commander with the flexibility and capacity to sustain the initiative and tempo of operations. "Controlled littorals often offer the best position from which to begin, sustain, and support joint operations,..."\textsuperscript{7}

**The Littoral Mandate and Risks**

"Those regions relating to or existing on a shore or coastal region, within direct control of or vulnerable to the striking power of naval expeditionary forces."\textsuperscript{8}

Operations in the littoral present opportunity and advantage to the commander as well as risk and threat to own forces. The capability to operate in the littoral through the
conduct of forced entry operations and power projection against adversary forces is a prominent tenet of the National Military Strategy. United States forces not only benefit greatly from success in the littoral, but also, the capability to operate in and dominate the littoral is required by national leadership.

The National Military Strategy requires the United States military to maintain a forcible entry capability. Joint Doctrine includes guidance on this capability and acknowledges the significant challenges that a Joint Task Force commander will face in the execution of a forced entry operations and interdiction in the littoral.

The littoral is an extremely challenging area for offensive operations commencing from the sea. Clausewitz states that in war, the defense is considered the stronger form of warfare. The defense benefits from a shore-based defense against attack from the sea. The defender can use terrain, oceanographic, and geographic features to create an effective layered defense. Mines, cruise missiles, coordinated air defense systems, surface patrol craft, and land based aircraft challenge maritime forces operating from the sea in the littoral.

In a maritime operation, the littoral is considered a geographically-oriented decisive point. Inclusive in the operational scheme is the method for maneuver, attack, and dominance of this decisive point en route to physical objectives in the enemy’s territory, the enemy center of gravity or critical vulnerability. The attack occurs in and across the littoral as well as into the enemy’s territory.

An analysis of factor space for the littoral is useful in drawing characteristics of the
method of force employment. The relationship of factor space to force and time results in concepts regarding how the space-force and space-time interaction, creates opportunity or challenge to the commander.\textsuperscript{15}

In the littoral, the defending enemy takes advantage of the defensive features and characteristics of factor space. In order to access the land area, the attacking force is required to pass through a small fraction of factor space during transition. The maritime force operates in a constrained sea area in the littoral where the advantages of factor space at sea are reduced or eliminated. The advantage of maneuver for maritime forces is reduced by the need of the force to transition from a maritime force and the sea, to a land force and the land. This transition provides significant opportunity for the defending enemy and threatens the protection of own forces. Also, the enemy is able to focus surveillance, detection, tracking and concentrate his engagement resources over a smaller geographic area. Maritime force operations are directly threatened by the adversary's defensive systems because the enemy concentrates forces against the maritime force in a constrained area of operation. The capability of maritime forces to conduct combat operations concurrent with the maneuver of forces from the sea to the land is the fundamental capability which sustains forced entry capability against the forces the adversary.\textsuperscript{16}

Military operations in a littoral operating area are challenged not solely by the characteristics of factor space but also by the relationship of factor space with factors time and force. This relationship results in additional challenges to force protection in the
littoral.

The space-force relationship in the littoral requires sufficient area to allow for the maneuver of own forces. The space must possess the size and geographic features which allow for the maneuver of own forces to decisive points and on to the objective. The commander provides protection of his forces through maneuver which defends the force, lines of operation, and logistic lines of support.

The space-time relationship challenges operational protection of own forces. In a littoral area, the enemy can move defensive forces close to the shore and take advantage of geography and topography for cover and concealment. As maritime forces close the shore and operate in the littoral, early warning is compressed for aircraft, surface craft, or missile attack. The enemy uses proximity to the opposition to threaten short notice air and surface raids against the maritime force.

Littoral area contain both land and sea area. For this reason, the analysis of factor space is unique for the littoral due to the interaction of these characteristics. The proximity of land and sea areas causes both magnification and dampening of certain effects of the space-time and space-force relationships.

**Operational Protection**

The commander uses operational protection to preserve the combat power of the force and retain freedom of action. Operational protection seeks to eliminate the ability of the enemy to target and engage own forces. As a result, the force denies the enemy combat until the conditions are unfavorable to own forces for engagement. An attack by
the enemy, prior to own forces achieving the advantage, results in a loss of freedom of action and initiative.

The commander retains freedom of action against an adversary through the use of maneuver in the operational scheme. Maneuver allows the force to threaten large areas within the littoral. This action denies the enemy the ability to concentrate forces directly against the maritime force. Enemy forces remain committed to alternative or possible courses of action rather dedicated to the main effort of the maritime forces. Sun Tzu wrote of the advantages gained by a force threatening a large area with offensive operations and the planning difficulties imposed on the enemy.19 Under these conditions, the defender surrenders the initiative to the attacker. The United States Marine Corps' Operational Maneuver From The Sea envisions operations conducted by maritime forces from the sea which threaten large areas of enemy territory. The concept utilizes the maneuver capability of maritime forces to engage in coordinated ship to objective movements across the littoral.20

The commander can plan and achieve operational protection in two ways. The first is to station defensive forces to protect own forces, rear areas, and bases. This method reduces the combat power available for the offensive due to defensive requirements. The second method is to allow the force to operate using self-protection against the enemy. This method lessens the impact on combat power by defense but risks degradation to economy of force and unity of effort in the force. Operational protection can be provided to the force through the destruction of enemy forces that threaten attack
on own forces. Another method of achieving operational protection, is to take action to make own forces hard to detect and locate.\textsuperscript{21}

Maritime forces are well-suited for the use of maneuver as operational protection. Admiral A.T. Mahan proposes two ways for maritime forces to exercise operational protection across lines of operations.\textsuperscript{22} The first method is through the destruction of the enemy challenge by annihilating his fleet. The other method is achieved by sailing combatant forces with supply shipping in order to safeguard the force and sea lines of communication.

Mahan considers the destruction of the enemy’s fleet as the best method of protection. However, by his caveat “reasonable security of the sea lines of communication or lines of operation”, Mahan recognizes the difficulty of achieving total security of these lines and the enemy’s ability to sustain threats to these lines even after defeat.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{Maneuver}

“At the operational level, maneuver is a means by which JFC’s set the terms of battle by time and location, decline battle, or exploit existing situations. Operational maneuver usually takes large forces from a base of operations to an area where they are in position to achieve operational objectives.”\textsuperscript{24}

United States military doctrine stresses the power of maneuver warfare and includes its use in all types of operations. Maneuver exploits a United States military strength, technology. Joint doctrine employs complex weapons platforms and highly skilled forces, with high accuracy weapons, operating at a speed of command and control which establishes the initiative and proceeds at a pace that the enemy can not achieve. Joint combat power is directed against the enemy center of gravity or critical
vulnerabilities. Joint doctrine recognizes the ability of maritime forces to use maneuver in the operational scheme. Forced entry, operations on the sea, and from the sea, are joint capabilities which require significant contributions from maritime forces.

Advantage over the adversary is the key element of maneuver. Maritime forces move from bases along lines of operations to the area of operations. Interdiction of the lines of operation depends on the enemy's ability to conduct reconnaissance and surveillance of the area in order to locate the maritime force. Maritime forces complicate this effort through the use of maneuver. Locating a maritime force alone does not deter a maritime force. The enemy needs to possess the ability to target and attack the force at sea. Maritime forces possess defenses against attack which can be used during maneuver.

"Place the enemy in a position of disadvantage through the feasible application of combat power. Use of maneuver (mobility) capitalizes on the speed and agility of our own forces (Platforms and weapons) to gain an advantage in time and space relative to the enemy's vulnerabilities."

Operational maneuver provides operational protection for maritime forces in the littoral. Maneuver expands the potential threat to the enemy's territory by threatening a large area along the coast and into the interior of the enemy state. This threat eliminates freedom of action in the enemy's forces and shifts the initiative to the maritime force. Maneuver at sea provides the maritime force with concealment which make it difficult for the enemy to search, locate and target the force. The maneuver of maritime forces preserves the combat power of the force until the commander decides to release that power from an advantageous position against the enemy. The following recommendations are presented to the commander for consideration during the development of the
operational scheme and plan for maneuver for maritime forces operating in the littoral.

**Recommendation.**

Utilize Operational Maneuver to expand factor space beyond the enemy’s ability to conduct surveillance, targeting, and engagement of the maritime force.

Through the use of Operational Maneuver, the commander expands the portion of factor space that is threatened by maritime forces. Maritime forces operating between bases of operations and physical objectives located within enemy territory, threaten a large area across the enemy state. Included in the enemy territory threatened by the maritime force is the littoral.28 Due to the significant power projection capability of a maritime force at sea, much of the enemy’s coast line and near-sea area becomes vulnerable to attack. The littoral becomes a geographically-oriented decisive point for both the maritime force and the enemy.

Enemy critical vulnerabilities become exposed by the maritime force at sea. Critical weaknesses of the enemy are also exposed. Weaknesses of the military geography of the enemy state can be exploited. Military geography includes size and terrain boundaries, topography, climate, oceanography, and land use.29 Other weaknesses may be man-made by the enemy. These include transportation systems, telecommunications, agriculture, or other types of infrastructure.30

The maritime force at sea is a threat which can not be ignored by the enemy state.31 Enemy responses to the threat posed by the maritime force include challenge to the force for sea control, sea denial operations, or capitulation in the sea area. When the enemy is faced with a superior maritime force exercising sea control, thereby ensuring
access to the enemy’s coast\textsuperscript{32}, sea denial operations are a possible enemy course of action and asymmetric response.

Sea denial operations can be conducted at sea by enemy aircraft, missiles, surface ships, or submarines. The enemy requires reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, targeting systems and techniques, prior to an attack on a maritime force at sea. These enemy systems, sensors and platforms compete with own force platforms and similar systems. The enemy’s force is threatened and operations against the superior maritime force include substantial risk.

In this situation, the commander takes advantage of the technological superiority of United States military’s sea, airborne, space, and subsurface sensors and weaponry. The commander forces an adversary, attempting to achieve sea or area denial, to compete with Joint forces where the United States owns a significant qualitative edge and possesses the ability to interdict enemy forces.\textsuperscript{33} Also, the commander forces the adversary to operate where their forces can be located, targeted and destroyed by maritime forces.\textsuperscript{34} The maritime force neutralizes the enemy force and enhances operational protection by either destroying the enemy forces or by locating and tracking these targets and thereby avoiding contact. The commander seizes the initiative and can maneuver the force to an advantageous attack position.\textsuperscript{35}

**Recommendation.**

Utilize Operational Maneuver to increase the portion of factor space threatened by the maritime force to include the littoral and targets inland within power projection capabilities in order to eliminate the enemy’s ability to concentrate forces.
“The enemy must not know where I intend to give battle. For if he does not know where I intend to give battle he must prepare in a great many places. And when he prepares in a great many places, those I have to fight in any one place will be few.”

Sun Tzu

A maritime force executing operational maneuver threatens large areas of enemy territory. The threat to a large area expands the space vulnerable to attack by the maritime force. The maneuver capability of the maritime force denies the enemy’s ability to concentrate his forces in opposition to the maritime force. The enemy force that the maritime force faces in objective areas in littoral will not have the advantage of mass in the initial stages of the attack. The result is enhanced operational protection of the maritime force.

Operational maneuver seizes the initiative from the enemy. The commander increases leverage over the enemy in the littoral by creating a defensive dilemma. The maritime force increases operational protection by the ability to choose the time and place of battle in the littoral. The maritime force applies combat power when and where conditions are favorable. The force can maneuver for a sufficient period of time to allow the commander to get a thorough intelligence assessment of the battlespace. The commander can simultaneously maneuver and prepare the battlespace in the littoral.

In the scheme of operations, the commander can use maritime forces in support of land forces. Land forces can be supported by maritime forces to threaten the littorals by introducing a second combat force into enemy territory. The enemy commits defensive forces in defense of the maritime force. This reduces force concentrations against own land forces. Conversely, the threat of a land campaign away from the littoral commits
enemy forces away from the littoral. Through the use of simultaneity and depth, the commander increases the threat to the enemy which reduces the ability to concentrate forces against the maritime force.\textsuperscript{39} Elimination or dilution of the enemy’s ability to concentrate forces enhances operational protection.

\textbf{Recommendation.}

Utilize Operational Maneuver to threaten the littoral by risk of invasion, thereby imposing defensive requirements on the enemy that force the enemy to a culminating point prior to or during operations in the littoral.

There is considerable difference between defensive forces at sea and forces on land. The strategic defensive is a viable strategy for an inferior land power.\textsuperscript{40} The inferior defender on land can use terrain features and defend from an advantageous positions to force the enemy to a culminating point of attack where the defensive shifts to the offensive.\textsuperscript{41} Another option available to the defender is to use the defensive position to trade space for time with the intention to commence offensive operations at a later point in time after retreating or retiring in the face of opposition.

Operations at sea are distinctly different. The sea does not possess sea areas suited to defense. The factor space is different at sea, in that, the sea is not occupied by forces like land areas. Sea victory or defeat is the result of force versus force destruction rather that a trade-off of positions in a space for time situation.\textsuperscript{42}

British naval strategist, Julian Corbett, observed that naval forces could operate on a strategic defensive but only in shallow water, harbors and anchorage’s.\textsuperscript{43} The strategic defensive is only possible as long as the maritime force takes position in the shallow water,
harbor, or anchorage area. When the maritime force maneuvers away from the area, that geographic position loses the ability to support a strategic defense. The enemy can use mines, cruise missiles, patrol boat attacks, and land based aircraft to construct a strategic defense of a littoral area. The maritime force can eliminate the effectiveness of the enemy’s defense by shifting the main effort away from that area of the littoral to another position.

The littoral is a sea area where an enemy can create a strategic defensive scheme of operation. However, the operational maneuver capability of the maritime force denies much of the enemy’s defensive advantages. The length and breadth of littoral area, ability of the maritime force to deny engagement, security of the maritime force’s lines of operation and logistic, and ability to operate from exterior positions all work against the enemy.

Through the expansion of the space, an enemy incapable of offensive operations, is forced to a culminating point. Forced to defend the littoral and their own territory, the maritime force possess the initiative in engagements with enemy forces. The result is enhanced operational protection for the maritime force and increased risk for the enemy.

**Recommendation**

Create a change to factor space by forming coalitions which result in the elimination of a neutral zone in adjacent states and converts the area to a base of operations.

Coalition building can be used to change factor space. The creation of a base of operations in an adjacent state eliminates an existing neutral zone and expands the area of operation. The adjacent state agrees through diplomatic or international agreement to
allow friendly forces to operate from their sovereign land.

Formation of a coalition for the purpose of shifting neutral space to friendly force operating space carries with it the requirement to defend the new partner. The commander must include the partner state’s territory, forces, and population in Operational Protection considerations.\textsuperscript{44} The decision to operate from a base of operations in an adjacent or nearby state is factored against considerations of coalition and political concerns, strike capability of the enemy against the state where the base of operations is located, and the ability to sustain defensive operations in the new partner state. This use of operational reach creates additional bases of operations which extend the amount of enemy territory threatened by the joint force and expands the forces ability to sustain operations and conduct logistic and support functions.\textsuperscript{45}

Through the establishment of a base of operations on land adjacent to the enemy, the commander can introduce and support own and friendly forces in the area of operation. This serves as a method of envelopment against the enemy. Operations in the littoral fix enemy forces while land forces, operating from an adjacent base of operations envelop the enemy.

**Recommendation.**

Include synchronized Operational maneuver and firepower from the sea across the depth and breadth of the battlespace to achieve massed effects.

"The best strategy is always to be very strong; first in general, and then at the decisive point. Apart from the effort needed to create military strength, which does not always emanate from the general, there is no higher and simpler law of strategy than that of keeping one’s forces concentrated."\textsuperscript{46}
The concept of massing effects brings overwhelming firepower to bear, at a specific time and place, against critical strengths and weakness of the enemy. Massed effects steals the initiative from the enemy through attacks across the battlespace. Joint doctrine stresses synchronous maneuver and interdiction by joint forces against the enemy.\textsuperscript{47}

Synchronization is essential to massed effects. It requires multiple units, operating in different locations in the area of operation, executing simultaneous and sequential attacks against the enemy. The challenges of synchronization are met through command and control doctrine and an integrated command structure that allows the commander to use diverse joint forces in the operational scheme.\textsuperscript{48} Technological advances in command and control systems continue to improve integration capability by providing a common real time operational and tactical view of the battlespace.

Another challenge to synchronization is the need for factor space or the battlespace, to possess the depth and breadth to maneuver a force whose size possess the required firepower to sustain massed effects during the operation.\textsuperscript{49} Massed effects in the littoral is essential to the protection of maritime forces. Maritime forces retain the initiative through sustained high tempo attacks of overwhelming firepower focused against an enemy weakness.\textsuperscript{50}

Dominance of the littoral leads the way for follow-on operations and increases the commander’s freedom of action. Maritime forces destroy the enemy’s ability to sustain a
defense which threaten the maritime force. Elimination of the enemy's ability to operate in the littoral results in the commander's ability to control a valuable decisive point from which, follow-on maneuver, logistic, and support operations can be conducted.

**Conclusion.**

Operational maneuver provides operational protection to maritime forces when maneuver is used to expand the area, or factor space, vulnerable to attack by the maritime force. Operational maneuver forces the enemy to respond to threats throughout his territory and littoral. The response will degrade the enemy's ability to concentrate forces against the maritime force. The enemy's ability to conduct and sustain offensive operations against the maritime force is reduced and the security of lines of operation and logistic sustainment is increased. This allows the maritime force to concentrate its forces against the enemy when conditions are favorable. The commander's ability to sustain the initiative and control the littoral provides the freedom of action to conduct follow-on and support operations against the enemy. Through the utilization of maneuver and the resulting effects maneuver places on the enemy, operational protection is effectively provided to the maritime force.
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